
With video calls now overcoming audio as the primary form 
of communication for both business & personal interactions 
(Skype, Zoom, FaceTime, Webinars, WhatsApp, Instagram 
LIVE/Facebook LIVE/Youtube, etc), it’s important to be clearly 
visible and always look your best. The Lume  Cube AIR VC kit is 
the ultimate portable lighting solution that’s mountable to any 
device and ensures you look great whenever the camera is on!

The world’s fi rst portable lighting solution designed 
specifi cally to improve Video Conferencing, Skype Calls, 
Live Streaming & Content Creation.
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LOOK YOUR BEST.
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WHAT’S INCLUDED

1. LUME CUBE AIR LIGHT

Lume Cube patented design features over 1000 lumens to fully 
illuminate the subject during a video communication. The light is 
fully adjustable from 0-100% allowing the user to dial in the perfect 
amount of light. The Fresnal lens is designed to eliminate the 
hot spots and the 60% beam angle provides a wide wash of light 
eliminating shadows and bringing the subject to life.

2. SUCTION CUP MOUNT WITH 360º ROTATION FOR
    FORWARD & SELF FACING ILLUMINATION

The Suction Cup mount allows for versatile, damage free mounting 
to any smartphone, tablet, laptop or desktop. The rotating head 
allows for a quick & easy transition between forward facing and 
rear facing illumination to ensure your subject is quickly in the 
perfect light.

3. DIFFUSION BULBS FOR SOFTER & WARMER LIGHT

The included diffusers allow the user to fully diffuse or “soften” the 
light. The orange warming gel also “warms” the color of the light 
by reducing the kelvin temperature. This provides perfect, vibrant 
skin tones during a video call.
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